Sielox Debuts Extensive New Portfolio of Layered Security Solutions
at ISC West 2022


Las Vegas, NV (March 23, 2022) – Sielox, an established industry leader in layered access control solutions, is debuting four new powerful yet highly cost-effective solutions here at ISC West 2020 in booth 12109. Introductions include new releases of the company’s industry renowned Pinnacle™ Advanced Access Control Platform, AnyWare™ Browser Based Mobile Access Control Solution, CLASS™ Emergency Notification and Response Solution, and the all new 2700 Intelligent Access Controller.

“We’ve spent a good portion of the last two years during the pandemic evolving our portfolio of layered access control solutions while fully supporting our customers and partners, and delivering Sielox software and hardware solutions without any delays,” said Karen Evans, President, Sielox. “The new solutions on display here at ISC West 2022 are testimony to our resiliency as a company, our experience of listening to our customers and ability to effectively overcome supply chain challenges that are severely impacting other companies in our space.”

New solutions on display from Sielox at ISC West 2022 include:

The latest version of the Sielox flagship solution Pinnacle™ 11 Access Control Platform provides powerful and fully scalable access management capabilities to addresses new and evolving security needs and requirements. New features of Pinnacle 11 include: support of Windows 11; enhanced Time Zones (Schedules) and Holidays with expanded configuration (e.g., scheduled and repeatable intervals daily, weekly, monthly, yearly; different Holidays by controller; creates exceptions with auto-restore). Additional key features of Pinnacle 11.0 include virtual environment support; flexible event filtering and assignment; wireless Wi-Fi lock support with no licensing fees; the ability to execute local, regional or global lockdowns; a web client from any desktop PC or smart mobile device; event link camera and/or
cardholder image displays; muster reporting with person counts; programmable privileged access levels; smart and traditional elevator controls; and pop-up, email and .wav file event notifications. Pinnacle 11.0 will be available for upgrades and new installations in April 2022.

The all-new **2700 Intelligent Access Controller** is a direct replacement for the Sielox legacy 1700 controller that delivers new benchmarks in speed, performance and reliability. The new 2700 is a single controller solution for use with any combination of Sielox’s layered access control and emergency notification and response solutions. Embedded with a Linux OS platform, the 2700 accommodates up to 34 doors (2 hardwired and 32 wireless), and can be expanded to include 60 Inputs/outputs. It also features a web interface for remote diagnostics and troubleshooting. Designed for easy installation and integration, the 2700 features variable auto sensing input power ranging from 12 to 24VDC and auxiliary (1A max) 12VDC power output, is OSDP compatible and is available in a PoE version for fast and easy deployment. The new 2700 Intelligent Access Control will be available in May 2022.

The new release of **AnyWare 2.0 Browser Based Access Control Solution** provides expanded functionality and more powerful processing, making it faster and easier to take access management mobile. A simple and scalable browser-based access control monitoring and event management solution, AnyWare 2.0 is highly cost-effective, ideal for SMB applications up to 40 doors, and up to 25,000 cardholders.

Configurable in minutes, the plug-and-play solution allows authorized individuals to manage doors and alarm points from anywhere, at any time, via LAN, WAN, Wi-Fi, and cellular service. AnyWare operates on any smartphone, tablet, and laptop – providing a cost-effective, easy-to-use security foundation. AnyWare 2.0 is currently available for upgrades and new installations.

Further improvements to the Sielox field proven **CLASS 2.0 Emergency Notification and Response Solution** include new interactive floor plans and a new Responder dashboard with an enhanced chat feature enabling two-way communications between individuals or groups, buildings or floors. Responders can also chat to specific condition color status locations to exchange detailed information or instructions. Class 2.0 can also automatically send notifications via email or text alerts, pop up instructions or detailed evacuation plans specific to condition or alert level changes. The newly enhanced Class 2.0 is currently available for upgrades and new installations.

For more information contact [info@Sielox.com](mailto:info@Sielox.com), visit [www.sielox.com](http://www.sielox.com) or come see us at booth 12109 at ISC West.

**About Sielox LLC**

Sielox Layered Security Systems provide a smart way to protect people, property and assets with the highest levels of performance, reliability and cost-efficiency. Since 1979, Sielox has built its expertise working with integration partners and end-users in all types of facilities. Our “Made in USA” lockdown solutions include the AnyWare Browser-Based Access Control Solution, CLASS Crisis Lockdown Alert Status System, 2700 Intelligent Controller and Pinnacle Advanced Access Control Software integrated with leading manufacturer wireless locks. Follow us on social media: [Facebook](http://Facebook), [Twitter](http://Twitter), and [LinkedIn](http://LinkedIn).